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NNNNeeeevvvveeeerrrr    BBBBeeee    SSSSeeeeccccoooonnnndddd::::    OOOOnnnn    SSSSuuuucccccccceeeessssssssiiiioooonnnn

bbbbyyyy    AAAAllllllllaaaannnn    LLLLeeeeffffccccoooowwwwiiiittttzzzz

When the founder(s) leave, most organizations (publications, reading series, literary
centers, whatever) suffer from the Edsel Ford Syndrome (EFS).  Poor Edsel could
never be the man his father was and the company did not recover until the next
generation of management, the old man’s grandchildren. (I may not have the history of
Ford precisely right but it is essentially as truthful as any other story.)

In short, usually the first replacement fails to survive.  The graveyard of failed
transitions is filled with a thousand case histories.  Many a top-notch literary magazine,
unless it is adopted by a university or other organization, seldom prospers under or
even survives the next editors.  A vigorous reading series is likely to lose focus and
energy when it is passed on.  A literary organization flounders when the founders go
on to  pastures new.  I had observed the EFS operating even with such strong
organizations as The Loft, North Carolina Writers Center, and just buffalo as well as so
many other non-academic literary programs that I could fill a page with the names of
the dear departed.  So I began thinking about how to avoid what appeared to be
almost a universal phenomenon when, after twenty-six years at the helm (from the
founding in 1976 until 2002), Jane Fox and I announced our intentions to retire as,
respectively, Managing and Artistic Directors of The Writer’s Center.  Having observed
other transitions and fearing the same for the Center, we thought of a number of ways
to inoculate the organization against EFS.   I pass them on to you as a partial road map
that may lead you onward and upward.

I:  If you don’t have a board (a requirement for nonprofit status and, often, for grants) or
oversight committee of some sort, develop one yesterday.  Almost all organizations or
activities without a governing system fail to survive.  The independent press world is
littered with the corpses of useful publications that disappeared almost immediately
when the founding editor(s) went to their just reward.  (“Just rewards:”  no more
authors importuning you to read and print their writings.)  Likewise the literary
programming world.

II:  Give your board or committee or organization as much lead time as possible.  We
gave ours two years.  In fact, because the board members dragged their feet, we
ended up giving them more time, but that’s another story.  Probably, everyone involved
in oversight has become slack because they are accustomed to the founder/managers
caring for the health of the organization.  Prepare a multiyear plan so that the board
has a focus for interviewing and the interviewee has a clear picture of what will be
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expected.  Involve the board in thinking about the day-in-and-day-out tasks to be done.
Jane and I prepared a detailed outline for them before we even arrived at the transfer
of responsibilities and the compulsory farewell party.

III:  If you can possibly avoid it, do not participate in hiring your replacement.  The
board should have the responsibility for the hire.  Not only will that responsibility bring
them together to work on a key decision, the like of which they probably have not had
to make, but it also will mean that the new manager will look to those who hire her/him
as the ones in charge of the organization’s mission and important planning.

IV:  Put out the call for applications as much as a year before your departure.  You not
only need time for the word to get out, but also you need to face up to a key reality:  it is
unlikely that someone fitting the board’s ideal profile exists.  He or she would be your
clone.  Remember that no training schools except the U. of Hardknocks exist for
literary activity that is not academic.  Beware of hiring out of panic.  That’s a sure recipe
for failure.  Unless it is a one-person operation, someone in the organization can
always be appointed as interim manager.

V:  Prepare the ground.  Leave a written record of all obligations, procedures, and
vendors.  Visualize what you do every day without thinking (replacing the toilet paper)
and write it down. Close or suspend any activity that can be discarded without harming
the mission of the organization so that the new manager won’t have so many balls to
keep in the air.  (For example:  your reading series may not really have to publish an
annual of participants’ work.)  Pinch the pennies so that you leave the next manager
as healthy a bank account as possible.  Pay up all bills.  Do the tasks you have
promised yourself to do for the last twenty years.  Organize the files.

VI:   Prepare the next season or issue or whatever your organization does so that the
person who replaces you (and who could?) has time to acclimate to all the day-in-day-
out administrative tasks.

VII:  Prepare the staff (even a volunteer staff) for the transition.  It should not learn that
you are leaving a month before you go.  They should meet your replacement and have
an opportunity to talk to her/him without you present.  It may even be helpful to have
the Board arrange the original introduction and host an informal gathering.

VIII:   After the new person is physically on board, vacate your office immediately and
turn over all files.  And do not stay around looking over the new manager’s shoulder
for six months.  In fact, two months might be an outside limit.  Then, plan a trip and take
it.   Let the new person know that you are available for consultation (what were phones
and email made for?).  But go away.  Tierra del Fuego or further.
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Will this map lead you around the Edsel Ford Syndrome so you arrive safely at the
Castle of Happy Transition?  Perhaps; but from my recent experience, I would say
unlikely.  On the other hand, would the experience of a failed replacement have turned
out even worse without the extensive preparation and does the planning provide a
template for bringing in the next manager?  I haven’t been retired long enough to know
for sure.  Jane Fox has rightly observed that the second replacement is more likely to
succeed because the first replacement lowered expectations.  We’ll know at the end of
next year.


